Anti-Asian discrimination and assaults have increased significantly during the Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic, contributing to a “secondary contagion” of racism. The United States has a long and well-documented history of both interpersonal and structural anti-Asian discrimination, and the current pandemic reinforces longstanding negative stereotypes of this rapidly growing minority group as the “Yellow Peril.”

We provide a general overview of the history of anti-Asian discrimination in the United States, review theoretical and empirical associations between discrimination and health, and describe the associated public health implications of the COVID-19 pandemic, citing relevant evidence from previous disasters in US history that became racialized.

Although the literature suggests that COVID-19 will likely have significant negative effects on the health of Asian Americans and other vulnerable groups, there are reasons for optimism as well. These include the emergence of mechanisms for reporting and tracking incidents of racial bias, increased awareness of racism’s insidious harms and subsequent civic and political engagement by the Asian American community, and further research into resilience-promoting factors that can reduce the negative health effects of racism. (Am J Public Health. Published online ahead of print September 17, 2020: e1–e4. https://doi.org/10.2105/AJPH.2020.305858)


Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) has been accompanied by a dramatic increase in discrimination against Asian individuals worldwide, creating a form of socially mediated “secondary contagion.” Asians of all ethnicities have been scapegoated, verbally attacked with racial slurs, coughed at, spat on, and physically assaulted. Natural language processing analyses of social media platforms (e.g., Twitter, /pol/) from October 2019 to March 2020 revealed increases in Sinophobic slurs.1 Stop AAPI Hate, a US-based Web site created in March 2020 to track attacks against Asian Americans, received 1135 reports nationwide within the first two weeks of launching.2 Moreover, the Federal Bureau of Investigation has warned of increased hate crimes against Asian Americans. The cumulative burden of these incidents, along with their coverage in the media, has the potential to exert significant negative health effects.

Increases in racially motivated attacks have led to a range of efforts to combat anti-Asian discrimination. US House Representative Grace Meng (D, NY) introduced a resolution calling on officials to condemn, document, and investigate COVID-19–related hate crimes. Los Angeles County, California, is recommending that instances of COVID-19–related discrimination be reported to their 211 hotline, and Chicago, Illinois, encourages reporting COVID-19–related hate crimes to police. The New York City, New York, attorney general’s office also launched a hotline to track these incidents.

Asian Americans comprise just 5.6% of the US population. However, they are the fastest-growing racial/ethnic group in this country, with a 72% increase from 2001 to 2015, and are projected to become the largest immigrant group by 2055.3 Asia comprises nearly 50 countries and languages, and the Asian American population is a correspondingly diverse and vibrant tapestry of ethnicities, cultural and religious backgrounds, and immigration histories. Yet many Americans of Asian ancestry have been uniformly assumed to be Chinese, as evidenced by such comments as “I can’t tell you people apart.” The fact that Asian Americans are frequently associated with East Asians contributes to the erosion of the visibility and perspectives of other Asian communities—a phenomenon described by psychologist Derald Wing Sue as “invalidation of interethnic differences”4(p95)—further challenging the definition and experience of Asian Americans as a unified racial group.

Asians in this country share a long and well-documented history of discrimination and have been the frequent targets of both interpersonal and structural persecution. We define key terms, including “discrimination” and “racism,” provide a general overview of the history of anti-Asian discrimination in the United States, review theoretical and empirical associations between discrimination and health, and describe the public health implications of the COVID-19 pandemic for the Asian American population.

Discrimination, Racism, and Asian Americans

Current attacks against Asian Americans occur in a context of historically entrenched attitudes regarding race and social structures that reflect and reinforce racially based power disparities. Discrimination refers to prejudicial attitudes, beliefs, and behaviors that contribute to a person’s marginalized social status5 and that decrease their ability...
to control the environment. Discrimination can take the form of blatant or subtle actions that produce unpredictable or threatening interpersonal interactions. Racial discrimination refers to negative differential treatment of racial or ethnic minorities by individuals and social institutions. 5

To fully understand the Asian American experience during the COVID-19 pandemic, it is necessary to move past interpersonal dynamics and consider the broader concept of racism. According to sociologist David Wellman, racism “extends considerably beyond prejudiced beliefs” and at its core refers to “defense of a system from which advantage is derived on the basis of race.” 6–8 In other words, racism is the reinforcement of one race’s privileged position over another. By this definition, Asians in this country have a complex relationship with racism. Even outside the context of COVID-19, most Asian Americans have experienced direct racism, and nearly all have experienced vicarious racism or witnessed other Asians experience racism. 7 However, Asians have also at times benefited from proximity to the dominant White power structure in this country and, therefore, inadvertently or explicitly contributed to racism against other minorities, particularly Black Americans. The current COVID-19–related rise in racial discrimination against Asians has once again revealed this group’s tenuous position in a larger system of privilege and oppression.

HISTORY OF ANTI-ASIAN DISCRIMINATION
Stereotypes and scapegoating of Asian Americans as disease carriers are not new. They have perpetuated longstanding racist tropes of Asians since Asians arrived in large numbers during the 19th century as the “Yellow Peril”—dirty, diseased, sinister, sexually depraved, invasive, and perpetually foreign. Propagated by newspapers, medical journals, and government officials alike, 8 these stereotypes have exerted significant harms. In the 1890s, the Vancouver, Canada, municipal council listed Chinatown as a separate category for supervision, along with “sewage” and “slaughterhouses.” 8 In the early 1900s, officials imposed extreme and inhumane measures to contain an outbreak of bubonic plague, including quarantining and burning down entire Chinatown neighborhoods. 8

The Chinese Exclusion Act, passed in 1882 to prevent Chinese laborers from entering the United States, was the first immigration law to exclude an entire ethnic group and was an early example of economic scapegoating of East Asians. The Immigration Act of 1924 extended these restrictions to other Asian immigrant groups. During World War II, President Franklin Roosevelt ordered the forced relocation and incarceration into concentration camps of about 120,000 individuals of Japanese ancestry, more than 60% of whom were US citizens. 9 During the 1992 Los Angeles riots following the acquittal of four police officers accused of beating Rodney King, Koreatown suffered extensive and disproportionate property damage from looting and arson yet received little protection from police authorities compared with majority White areas. 10

The “Yellow Peril” label was gradually replaced in the 1950s by the “model minority” stereotype, which describes a group that is uniformly successful, with high levels of educational attainment and income but limited political activism. The model minority stereotype has been criticized for erasing significant heterogeneity between groups, misleading policymakers to overlook significant problems affecting different subpopulations, setting up a divisive contrast with other minorities, and minimizing the impact of discrimination.

Other modern-day pandemics, including severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) in 2003, have similarly been characterized by widespread public fear, intolerance, and distrust of Asian Americans, with negative social, political, and economic implications. In an echo of SARS, New York Chinatowns reported losing up to 50% to 70% of their business as early as January 2020, when the first cases of COVID-19 surfaced in the United States. 11 Mainstream and social media’s focus on uncommon Chinese culinary practices as the source of disease paralleled coverage regarding the rise of China as a global hegemon, highlighting its threat to the United States. 12 Increasing reports of hateful COVID-19–related attacks on Asians in the news media mirrored political leaders’ attempts to pin blame on specific groups of people (e.g., through President Donald Trump’s early repetition of the phrase “the Chinese virus” and Representative Paul Gosar’s [R, AZ] use of the term “the Wuhan virus”).

The racialization of disease that results in entire groups of people being portrayed as dangerous “others” based solely on physical appearance or skin color subjects Asian communities to persistent marginalization. As we discuss in Discrimination and Health, these social and political dynamics have negative health implications. Public health professionals and clinicians should be aware of the deeply rooted US history of anti-Asian bias as they address the current pandemic.

DISCRIMINATION AND HEALTH
Historical precedent suggests that COVID-19–related racial discrimination will exert harmful effects on Asian American health. Japanese Americans who had been confined to internment camps during World War II exhibited roughly double the rates of both suicide and cardiovascular disease as did their noninterrneted counterparts. 9 Following the 9/11 attacks, increased Islamophobia, anti-Muslim rhetoric, and hate crimes were linked to both short- and long-term health problems among Arab and Muslim Americans. Perceived post-9/11 discrimination was associated with greater psychological distress and worse health. 13 Although the stereotypes applied to Arab and Muslim Americans (e.g., being labeled as terrorists) differ from those applied to Asian Americans (e.g., being labeled as disease carriers), these findings support the potential for lasting harm to Asian Americans resulting from the current pandemic.

The experience of racial discrimination has been associated with worsened psychological and physical health outcomes, including increased pain and disability and higher all-cause mortality. 14 Among Asian Americans specifically, discrimination is a robust and consistent predictor of diminished well-being and increased mental health problems. Asian American adults’ experiences of racial
discrimination are associated with reduced life satisfaction and self-esteem, increased symptoms of anxiety and depression, and suicidal ideation. In addition to overt discrimination and racism, microaggressions—brief everyday exchanges that send denigrating messages to people of color because they belong to a racial minority group—have been linked to increased mental health problems among Asian American adults. Internalized racism—the acceptance of negative attitudes or stereotypes held by the majority group—appears to amplify the distress of discrimination and is associated with poorer mental health among Asian Americans.

Discrimination also exerts negative effects on Asian American physical health, although the body of evidence is less robust. The literature to date suggests that discrimination exacerbates a range of chronic health conditions, including cardiac disease, respiratory conditions, and pain among Chinese, Vietnamese, and Filipino individuals in the United States.

Several theoretical frameworks have been proposed to explain discrimination’s health harms. Psychiatric epidemiologist Ilan Meyer’s minority stress theory posits that the accumulation of prejudice, discrimination, and internalized stigma contributes to poor mental and physical health in minorities through physiologic pathways mediated by stress. Specifically, acute stress results in increased cortisol levels, blood pressure, and heart rate, and chronic stress results in allostatic overload (wear and tear on the body), with significant short- and long-term effects on homeostatic neuroendocrine systems. These problems contribute to chronic health conditions such as cardiovascular and metabolic diseases as well as cognitive decline over the lifetime.

Direct racist encounters can inflict emotional trauma on minorities and elicit a posttraumatic stress response. According to Carter’s race-based traumatic stress theory, the experience and magnitude of the trauma is linked to individuals’ perception of their ability to cope with the event.

**IMPLICATIONS FOR PUBLIC HEALTH**

Our country’s long history of racial bias and discrimination against Asian Americans, taken together with the documented experience of other scapegoated minority groups following national crises, suggests likely implications for the health and well-being of Asian Americans during the COVID-19 pandemic and beyond. The field of public health must be prepared to understand both short- and long-term effects of racial discrimination on health to propose and study appropriate interventions at multiple levels.

Discrimination can lead to reduced access to health services and discourage help seeking. Asian Americans are already among the lowest utilizers of mental health services, likely a result of the model minority stereotype colluding with cultural values that deemphasize psychological explanations and solutions for emotional distress. Stigma associated with the COVID-19 pandemic may further inhibit Asian Americans from seeking help for their problems. Among those who do pursue mental health care, stereotypes and cross-cultural differences can alter expectations, impair communication, and limit the benefits of treatment. Structural racism and institutional barriers also challenge help seeking given ongoing severe shortages of bilingual and bicultural providers and culturally appropriate services. Cumulatively, these factors are likely to exacerbate health inequities for Asians and Asian Americans.

Discrimination’s harmful effects may extend beyond Asians to affect other ethnic groups. Increases in the perception of discrimination after 9/11 were found not only among Arab and Muslim Americans but among other minorities as well, suggesting that persecution can spill over to affect a range of individuals from nondominant groups. This finding highlights the importance of cross-racial and interethnic coalitions joining together in solidarity to combat discrimination as a broader issue. The well-being of one vulnerable group reflects the well-being of all others within a society.

To date, Asian Americans are the most understudied racial/ethnic group in the peer-reviewed literature, and research focused on their experiences has been severely underfunded, with only 0.17% of funding from the National Institutes of Health over the past 26 years supporting Asian American health research. COVID-19 has revealed a dearth of data and infrastructure to support the health and well-being of Asian Americans, as well as a pressing need to develop multiple levels of support to this community. Public health professionals and policymakers must continue to develop strategies to limit the racialization of diseases and subsequent harmful effects on minority groups. The pandemic has devastated Black and Latinx communities, underscoring the health consequences of structural racism and socioeconomic inequality. All sectors of society have a role to play in combating the rise of racism and its pernicious effects on the social fabric.

Public health institutions, including the World Health Organization, have been leaders in recognizing the dangers of the racialization of infectious disease outbreaks and advocating the adoption of less-stigmatizing nomenclature. Impacts of these efforts should continue to be researched. Relatedly, registries for reporting incidents of racial bias have been a recent and important development that can support data collection and tracking, guiding societal and public health responses.

**FUTURE DIRECTIONS**

Despite the many challenges presented by this pandemic, there are also reasons for optimism. Increased civic engagement and mobilization among Asian Americans as a result of COVID-19 directly challenge the model minority myth that has dampened political activism in Asian American communities and may indicate increased recognition of the insidious harms of racist stereotyping. Recent Asian American social media advocacy efforts, such as #WashTheHate and #stopAAPIHate, have increased broader awareness of discrimination. Asian Americans have mobilized to protest anti-Black racism following the death of George Floyd. Increased motivation to tackle stigma and discrimination may facilitate cross-racial political and civic engagement among Asian American communities.

A number of individual-level factors potentially moderate the association between discrimination and health and may present...
opportunities for intervention. For instance, whereas internalized racism may amplify discrimination’s negative mental health effects, strong ethnic identification has been found to moderate the impact of racial microaggressions and reduce depressive symptoms and, therefore, may serve as a protective factor that is a promising area for future research and intervention.

Clinicians and researchers should continue to develop specific interventions targeting the negative health effects of racism among minority groups, building on previous innovations such as cognitive behavioral therapy for individuals facing oppression. For children and youths, family-level supports and racial/ethnic socialization are critical for adaptive coping with racism.

Researchers should increase purposeful sampling of a range of Asian ethnic groups, with attention to generation, acculturation, and linguistic- and epidemiologically based representative sampling to increase the generalizability of findings. Additionally, they should advocate data disaggregation to enrich our understanding of how different groups experience racism. Structural interventions focused on the redistribution of power dynamics, such as community mobilization focused on raising awareness about rights and strategies for demanding them and advocacy with power brokers, are needed to address systemic and institutional public health challenges.

The COVID-19 pandemic has upended life for billions of people worldwide and directly contributed to incalculable emotional, financial, and health-related damage. Hopefully, it can also serve as a catalyst to increase attention to the struggles of our society’s most vulnerable members, especially in light of inevitable future pandemics.
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